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Lisa Nanni‐Messegee and Todd Messegee – Dynamic Writing Team and
Screenwriters of a Made for TV Movie “Romantically Speaking”
to Appear on “Beyond Just Talk with S. L. Young” on WOL DC 1450 AM

Arlington, VA – On Tuesday, June 9th at 11 a.m. EST, the guests on “Beyond Just Talk with S. L. Young”
will be Lisa Nanni‐Messegee and Todd Messegee who are multi‐platform writers for stage/screen,
mentors, and screenwriters of a $1.6 million made for television movie “Romantically Speaking”.
Lisa has almost always been an avid writer. However, it wasn’t until she was cast in a high school play
that she realized her calling. In college she refined her theatrical talents as the lead in over twenty
productions. Lisa has an extensive theatrical background ranging from acting, casting, producing, writing,
and more.
Todd spent more time watching movies than studying during his developmental years; therefore, he never
dreamt about becoming a published or produced writer. However, this career path isn’t surprising
because a high school teacher questioned his writing abilities due to its maturity. Notwithstanding, one
of Todd’s college professors recognized his abilities and encourage him to pursue a writing career.
The Messegee’s – these days – are an exclusive writing team, as they continue to develop works for both
television and the big screen. Recently, this team self‐published their play “An American House”. Their
current writing project is a crime‐drama novel. Even with these for‐profit pursuits, the Messegee’s are
also focused on non‐profit initiatives. This writing duo created the website “Messegee Writes” to provide
advice to aspiring writers. Also, the Messegee’s teach theater courses at the Northern Virginia Community
College, which is one of their greatest passions.
“Beyond Just Talk with S. L. Young’s” host is honored to have the Messegee’s – a writing dynamic‐duo,
who wrote a movie script that was produced by Hollywood, and a team that gives‐back to the community
by providing thoughtful writing advice to aspiring writers on their blog “Uncorked” – on this show.

About “Beyond Just Talk with S. L. Young” (facebook.com/beyondjusttalk)
“Beyond Just Talk with S. L. Young” is a 1‐hour weekly show which addresses life and business topics from a solution‐oriented
perspective. “Beyond Just Talk” is a show for anyone who seeks positive, inspirational, and thought‐provoking talk.

About Messegee Writes (messegeewrites.com)
Messegee Writes “Uncorked” blog provides thoughtful advice in simple terms that can help writers to hone their craft, identify
writing opportunities, and maximize their efforts.
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